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Department of Water and PowerDepartment of Water and Power is a site-adapted installation:  a network of water (liquid and vapor)  is a site-adapted installation:  a network of water (liquid and vapor) 

collected and spewed in relation to data and images. The work peripherally inhabited the three collected and spewed in relation to data and images. The work peripherally inhabited the three 

floors along the stairwell of the public atrium of the Bauhaus-styled Jan van Eyck Academie floors along the stairwell of the public atrium of the Bauhaus-styled Jan van Eyck Academie 

during Open Studios (2019), occupying an expansive yet almost invisible footprint in the building. during Open Studios (2019), occupying an expansive yet almost invisible footprint in the building. 

Extracting water from the air and processing those drops into images (liquid gold), the work Extracting water from the air and processing those drops into images (liquid gold), the work 

negotiated subjects of privatized water management and financial speculation, encapsulating a negotiated subjects of privatized water management and financial speculation, encapsulating a 

future of scarcity as it takes shape. future of scarcity as it takes shape. 

The installation consisted of: three windows clad with custom 6-meter vertical blinds; metals salt The installation consisted of: three windows clad with custom 6-meter vertical blinds; metals salt 

discs, sewn into the blinds, that drew minuscule amounts of moisture from the air; moisture that discs, sewn into the blinds, that drew minuscule amounts of moisture from the air; moisture that 

ran down the blinds at night  accumulating in thermoplastic basins on the sill; basins that drained ran down the blinds at night  accumulating in thermoplastic basins on the sill; basins that drained 

into the academy basement, where the collected water leaked drop-by-drop through a Bauhaus-into the academy basement, where the collected water leaked drop-by-drop through a Bauhaus-

esque “sconce camera” before hitting an evaporator and becoming steam (to be re-absorbed by esque “sconce camera” before hitting an evaporator and becoming steam (to be re-absorbed by 

visitors mouths and the blinds); images from this "camera" transmitted wirelessly up to a narrow visitors mouths and the blinds); images from this "camera" transmitted wirelessly up to a narrow 

display screen on the third floor; as each image appeared on a self display screen, a sticker spit out display screen on the third floor; as each image appeared on a self display screen, a sticker spit out 

of a machine; the sticker  accumulated in drifts at the top of the stairwell for visitors to take, and of a machine; the sticker  accumulated in drifts at the top of the stairwell for visitors to take, and 

slid off the lip of the stairwell, fluttering down to the basement; outside, a weather station streamed slid off the lip of the stairwell, fluttering down to the basement; outside, a weather station streamed 

images from dust cameras in Owens Valley (CA, US) to the Netherlands.images from dust cameras in Owens Valley (CA, US) to the Netherlands.

Presented for the Presented for the Jan van Eyck AcademieJan van Eyck Academie Open Studios (2019).  Open Studios (2019). 

https://www.janvaneyck.nl/participants/marissa-benedict/


INSTALLATION VIEWS AT THE JAN VAN EYCK ACADEMIE;INSTALLATION VIEWS AT THE JAN VAN EYCK ACADEMIE;

VERTICAL BLINDS, METAL SALTS (VAPOR EXTRACTION), FIBERGLASS, VERTICAL BLINDS, METAL SALTS (VAPOR EXTRACTION), FIBERGLASS, 

ACETATE SHEET, LINEAR ACTUATORS, STEEL, ANTISLIP PADS, ACETATE SHEET, LINEAR ACTUATORS, STEEL, ANTISLIP PADS, 

THERMOPLASTICS, BRASS PIPE FITTINGS, IRRIGATION TUBING, CHROMED THERMOPLASTICS, BRASS PIPE FITTINGS, IRRIGATION TUBING, CHROMED 

STEEL LEGS, CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, MACHINE VISION PROTOTYPING STEEL LEGS, CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, MACHINE VISION PROTOTYPING 

BOARD, LEDS, BATTERY, POWER CABLES, CONDENSATE EVAPORATOR, BOARD, LEDS, BATTERY, POWER CABLES, CONDENSATE EVAPORATOR, 

THERMAL STICKER PRINTER, STICKER MEDIA, SHELF EDGE LCD DISPLAY, THERMAL STICKER PRINTER, STICKER MEDIA, SHELF EDGE LCD DISPLAY, 

TRIPOD, WIRELESS WEATHER STATION, WEATHERPROOF ENCLOSURE, LCD TRIPOD, WIRELESS WEATHER STATION, WEATHERPROOF ENCLOSURE, LCD 

DISPLAY, SINGLEBOARD COMPUTER, CUSTOM SOFTWARE, LIVE DATA FEED DISPLAY, SINGLEBOARD COMPUTER, CUSTOM SOFTWARE, LIVE DATA FEED 

TO OWENS LAKE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING CAMERAS.TO OWENS LAKE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING CAMERAS.








































